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Welcome to the Revolutionary Inventions
season.
Welcome to a new season of Revolutions MKII. Recognising that the revolutionary
theme not only speaks to political change we asked our programmers and
academic colleagues to think about revolution in terms of inventions – those
life changing, ingenious and innovative inventions that alter the course of
history forever. We were not disappointed with the response, indeed we
may have unleashed a culture war of our own, with impassioned academics
from across the Arts and Sciences battling out what they see as being the
most revolutionary breakthroughs in their subject area (see page 15).
Of course technological inventions do not happen in isolation they are often
linked to social and cultural shifts with one usually preceding the other. Our
programme attempts to look at these cultural and technological connections,
from telegraphy to telepathy, to social media and shifting identities, through to
the most current innovations in music, performance, film and the visual arts.
It is also important to remember that inventions are just that – invented – they
are constructs of human interactions and relations, borne out of questioning,
observation, study and sometimes argument. What will be the revolutionary
inventions of the future – the cultural and technological advancements that will
transform society, and who will lead them? Universities are hotbeds for creativity
and inventiveness, what better place then to start asking these questions.
Dr Sarah Chapman
Director of Peninsula Arts
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Self-invention
Exhibition,
performance film
and talks

Revolutionary
Inventions
Talks and film

Decoding Life
Music

Delving into the psychology
behind human nature, this
series of installations, films
and talks looks at how
identity is created, shaped,
communicated and challenged.
In particular, the programme
looks at the sexualisation of
society and identity in relation
to race, gender and ethnicity
and how this might influence
our decision-making.

Inventions – new products,
processes and devices are
abundant. However, there are
some that change the world
as we know it, which makes us
look at everything differently
and interact in a different way.
These inventions are the focus
of this programme, exploring
the inventions of paper, cinema
projections, books, medicine
and much more.

In examining the interactions
between biology and music, the
Peninsula Arts Contemporary
Music Festival blurs the lines
between art and sciences.
Decoding Life proposes a
weekend of musical allusions
to human endeavours to
understand, modify, simulate
and even create life.

Regular Features
front cover image:
Jennet Thomas
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Poetry Readings 22 Plymouth Choral Society Spring Concert 32 Christopher Durston Memorial
Society 32.
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exhibition
Mille Bridge
in VIRGIN
TERRITORY.
Photography
by Bosie
Vincent.

VINCENT DANCE THEATRE
VIRGIN TERRITORY
Wed 10-Sat 13 Jan
Wed-Fri 10:00-17:00, Sat 11:00-16:00 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission
Directed and Designed by Charlotte Vincent
Cinematographer/Editor Bosie Vincent
Composer Jules Maxwell
Charlotte Vincent’s VIRGIN TERRITORY takes a bold and uncompromising look at
our hyper-sexualised culture and the impact it is having on girls and young women
growing up today. We all want to be ‘liked’ and ‘followed’, but what effect does
constantly performing for the camera have on our lives?

Adult supervision for under 14’s is advised. VIRGIN TERRITORY contains content that some
people may find upsetting. Vincent Dance Theatre is a National Portfolio Organisation,
funded by Arts Council England, and Associate Company at Brighton Dome. VIRGIN TERRITORY
was co-commissioned by Brighton Festival 2017 and The Place London, supported by Esmée
Fairbairn Foundation.

‘Brave and unnerving exploration’  The Guardian
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Talk
CHARLOTTE VINCENT
VIRGIN TERRITORY
Thu 11 Jan
19:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Vincent Dance Theatre has been ‘moving people and making them think’ since
1994. Join Artistic Director Charlotte Vincent for a talk and screening, exploring her
choreographic approach to making her most recent critically acclaimed work, VIRGIN
TERRITORY. Charlotte talks about the collaborative process of creating new work with
professional and teenage performers, including the many safeguarding challenges.
She also discusses how a live stage production translated into this multi-screen
installation.

Self-invention

VIRGIN TERRITORY is a multi-layered film installation, performed by four children
aged 12-14 and four adults, with real-life testimonies, stunning cinematography
and bold performances screened across five large televisions mounted on school
benches. With moving, resilient performances at its core, VIRGIN TERRITORY asks vital
questions about responsibility and being an ‘audience’ as we witness children playing
in an adult online world.

VIRGIN
TERRITORY
LIVE.
Photography
by Bosie
Vincent.
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Victim

Film
VICTIM (1961)
Mon 12 Feb
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: Basil Dearden
Running time: 96 mins Cert: PG
“I wanted him!” With these words, a gripping landmark in gay cinema was born.
Dirk Bogarde’s closeted, married lawyer Melville Farr is drawn into exposing a
terrifying blackmail ring when an admirer commits suicide rather than implicate
him. Supporting the recommendations of the Wolfenden Committee, director Basil
Dearden, producer Michael Relph and screenwriter Janet Green denounced the
institutionalised homophobia gay men of all classes faced, and cleverly packaged
the politics within an accessible crime-thriller. Victim, and Bogarde’s courageous
appearance in it, helped propel public discourse towards the 1967 Sexual Offences
Act and beyond – changing lives in the process.
Introduced by Steven Paige, Associate Lecturer in Fine Art at Plymouth University.

Film
YOUNG SOUL REBELS (1991)
Mon 19 Feb
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: Isaac Julien
Running time: 105 mins Cert: 18

Introduced by Steven Paige, Associate Lecturer in Fine Art at Plymouth University.
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Talk
PROFESSOR BRIAN WARD
‘AN INEXTRICABLE NETWORK OF MUTUALITY’: MARTIN
LUTHER KING, THE US CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT AND
BRITISH RACE RELATIONS SINCE THE 1960s
Tue 20 Feb
19:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Professor Brian Ward of Northumbria University assesses the life and legacies of
Martin Luther King on the eve of the 50th anniversary of his assassination in Memphis
in April 1968. He will be discussing Dr King’s changing sense of his role in a global
struggle for peace, justice and equal opportunity. This talk will pay particular attention
to his impact on British race relations and politics, and on the ways in which King and
the Civil Rights movement have been memorialised in Britain and the US since his
death.

Film
SUFFRAGETTE (2015)
Mon 5 Mar
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: Sarah Gavron
Running time: 104 mins Cert: 12A
Suffragette is the first feature film to tell the story of the foot soldiers of the early
feminist movement who risked everything in the fight for equality. Based on true
events, it explores the passion and heartbreak of those who risked all they had for
women’s right to vote. Suffragette is the first British film for which the Houses of
Parliament opened its doors as a location.
Introduced by Dr Kayla Parker, artist film-maker and Lecturer in Media Arts at
Plymouth University, whose research interests include feminist film practices.

Self-invention

In his first narrative feature film, director Isaac Julien aimed to champion "black
independent cinema, which deals with questions of sexuality, gender and national
identity". In the long hot summer of 1977, London prepared for the Silver Jubilee
celebrations to the sounds of the burgeoning punk, soul and funk scenes. Soul boys
Chris and Caz, a pair of pirate radio DJs, broadcast their show from a friend's garage,
tussling with the local skinheads and clubbing with Chris' sassy music-industry
girlfriend Tracy. But, social and sexual tensions in the community reach boiling point
following the murder of a local black gay man.

Yound Soul
Rebels
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Talk
PROFESSOR MARTIN THOMAS
CHOOSING WAR? CHOICE AND TRAGEDY IN THE
ORIGINS AND ESCALATIONS OF VIETNAM’S WARS
Tue 6 Mar
19:30 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Professor of History at Exeter University and Director of the Centre for the Study
of War, State and Society, Martin Thomas has written a number of books about
the French colonial empire. He is especially interested in why the end of European
empire was bitterly – and violently – contested in some places but less so in
others. He argues that 20th century war in Indochina showed the futility of resisting
decolonisation, and could be seen as being a hugely costly and ultimately pointless
conflict.

Film
DAUGHTER RITE (1978)
Mon 12 Mar
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: Michelle Citron
Running time: 53 mins

Daughters of
the Dust

Daughter Rite is the link between 'direct cinema' documentaries and the later hybrids
that acknowledged truth couldn't always be found in front of a camera. Scandalous
in its day for bending the rules of representation to enlighten its audience about
filmmaking, this film has a lot to teach those of us hooked on reality TV too. Citron's
documentary inquiries into feminism, women in the trades, and feminist approaches
to media representation are time capsules that merit re-opening. Introduced by Anna
Navas, Peninsula Arts film programmer.

Film
DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST (1993)
Mon 19 Mar
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: Julie Dash
Running time: 112 mins Cert: 12A

Daughter
Rite
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Self-invention

Julie Dash’s ground-breaking work follows a multi-generational family in the Gullah
community on the Sea Islands off the coast of South Carolina. As former West African
slaves who adopted many of their ancestors’ Yoruba traditions, Daughters of the
Dust portrays the struggle to maintain their cultural heritage and folklore. The first
wide release by a black female filmmaker, the film was met with wild critical acclaim
and still resonates today – most recently as a major influence on Beyoncé’s video
album Lemonade. Restored (in conjunction with UCLA) for the first time, complete
with the correct colour grading overseen by cinematographer Arthur Jafa, you will
finally see the film exactly as Dash intended.
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showcase
Curator’s notes

I am often struck by the interconnectedness of
ideas across different subject areas, such as Art,
History, Science, Technology and Medicine, as
well as how quickly new developments in one
subject field are then absorbed and advanced
across all areas of society.

REVOLUTIONARY INVENTIONS
Dr Sarah Chapman Director, Peninsula Arts

Working alongside colleagues at the University
of Plymouth, across both art and science fields, I
am familiar and comfortable with the language of
invention, whether presented in the form of questioning
and challenging existing assumptions to reveal new
perspectives, or moulding and shaping new ideas that
impact on the way we live our lives.

B

ased within a large multi-discipline
university I am often struck by the
interconnectedness of ideas across
different subject areas, such as Art,
History, Science, Technology and
Medicine, as well as how quickly new
developments in one subject field are
then absorbed and advanced across all
areas of society.

Ideas

Revolutions

Passionate

Often new ideas, changes or adaptations
are not seen as revolutionary rather they
are assumed as a normal progression.
For example, we might take as given the
development of a sharper resolution
in a camera, or the introduction of
greener, less damaging production
processes in industry. Interestingly both
examples, selected from recent news,
impact on our lives in many different
ways. For instance underwater and
night-time photography has increased
knowledge of our environment whilst also
becoming integral to modern warfare,
and the recent concern about diesel
contaminants is currently resulting in
changes to legislation in many cities
around the world.

Thinking about these continuing
revolutions and the role that universities
play in advancing knowledge and
understanding, we decided to ask key
academics from across Art, Humanities,
Science, Technology and Medicine to
make a pitch as to what they saw as a
revolutionary invention across history.

The debate, which takes place on 6 Feb
(page 15), allows you to decide what you
think has been the most revolutionary
invention. I warn you however the pitches
will be passionate, and I have sworn
to take a neutral stance despite being
lobbied hard by fellow colleagues.
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Revolutionary Inventions

The role of universities as places of
teaching and learning, the production
of a skilled and educated workforce
and through international research and
knowledge exchange, are integral to
these continued developments.

The choice is yours …

We also wanted to involve you as the
audience, as all the nominated inventions
will have affected your lives in some way.
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Film
EARLY CINEMA PROJECTION & MAN WITH A MOVIE
CAMERA (1929)
Mon 15 Jan
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: Dziga Vertov
Running time: 68 mins Cert: U
Launching an evening exploring early cinematic projection, Guy Richards is a
Marie Curie Fellow of Early Cinema and Cognitive Creativity and researcher on
Plymouth University’s doctoral programme, CogNovo. He will begin the screening
with a projection of The Great Train Robbery on a 100 year-old 35mm hand-cranked
projector.
Next is Man with a Movie Camera, part documentary, part cinematic art and a silent
film classic. Following a city in the Soviet Union in the 1920s across one full day, Vertov
uses a variety of complex and innovative camera shots conveying the marvels of the
modern city. Musical accompaniment from Dr John Matthias, Associate Professor
(Reader) in Sonic Arts at Plymouth University.

Talk

Film

DR RICHARD NOAKES
TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPATHY: CONNECTING
ELECTRICAL AND OCCULT COMMUNICATION FROM
1850 TO THE PRESENT

SUNRISE: A SONG OF TWO HUMANS (1927)

Tue 16 Jan

Dr Noakes, a lecturer at the University of Exeter, researches the history of the physical
sciences, and is currently writing a book on the relationship between physics and
psychical research in Britain during the 19th and 20th centuries, and the links with the
development of the cable and wireless businesses from 1850. In this talk, he explores
the ways in which people were interested in connections between telegraphic waves
and the supernatural world.
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Mon 22 Jan
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: F.W. Murnau
Running time: 91 mins Cert: U
Considered by many to be the finest silent film ever made by a Hollywood studio,
Sunrise is Murnau’s ground-breaking masterpiece. Bored with his wife and the routine
of farm life, a farmer falls under the spell of a flirtatious city girl who convinces him to
drown his wife so they can escape together. When his wife becomes suspicious and
runs away to the city, the farmer pursues her and slowly regains her trust as the two
rediscover their love for each other.
Introduced by Michael Punt, Professor of Art and Technology at Plymouth University
and founding convenor of Transtechnology Research.

Revolutionary Inventions

19:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20/Friends free

Sunrise:
A Song of Two
Humans
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Talk
REVOLUTIONARY INVENTIONS: THE DEBATE
Tue 6 Feb
19:00 The House
£6/£4.20 Friends free
What is the most revolutionary invention in history?
Immerse yourself in this explosive arena which will be host to five expert Plymouth
University academics and a pitch battle to win the title of ‘most revolutionary
invention’. Which will come out top is up to you, when you cast your vote after
enjoying some fascinating, compelling and passionate arguments in this lively
debate.
Paper – James Daybell, Professor of Early Modern British History;
Photography – Jody Patterson, Associate Professor Art History;
The transistor – Alexis Kirke, Senior Research Fellow in Computer Music;
Ultra-sound scanning – Theresa Compton, Lecturer in Biomedical Sciences;
The semi-conductor – Kevin Jones, Professor and Executive Dean, Faculty of Science
and Engineering.

Film
MR HULOT’S HOLIDAY (1953)
Mon 29 Jan

Monsieur Hulot, Jacques Tati’s endearing clown, takes a holiday at a seaside resort,
where his presence provokes one catastrophe after another. Tati’s masterpiece of
gentle slapstick is a series of effortlessly well-choreographed sight gags involving
dogs, boats and firecrackers. It was the first entry in the Hulot series and the film that
launched its maker to international stardom. Introduced by Michael Punt, Professor of
Art and Technology at Plymouth University and founding convenor of Transtechnology
Research.
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The debate will be chaired by Jo Loosemore, BBC radio producer, broadcaster,
curator and actor.

Talk
DR LAURA CLEAVER
MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS AND THE MAKING
(AND REMAKING) OF KNOWLEDGE
Tue 13 Feb
19:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20 Friends free
Around the time of the collapse of the Roman Empire books began to replace
scrolls as the primary means of preserving texts. However, for the first 1000 years of
books' existence each one was laboriously copied by hand. The choices made in the
design and content had very significant consequences both for the preservation of
knowledge and the ways in which readers accessed it. Dr Cleaver, Ussher Lecturer
in Medieval Art at Trinity College, Dublin will explore ways in which medieval
manuscripts shape how we think about and access information.

Revolutionary Inventions

19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
£6/£4.20/Friends free
Dir: Jacques Tati
Running time: 89 mins Cert: U

Mr Hulot's
Holiday
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exhibition
PLYMOUTH FILM SHOWCASE
Mon 29 Jan-Sat 17 Feb
Mon-Fri 10:00-17:00, Sat 11:00-16:00 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission
This three week showcase celebrates all that is new in film. From new filmmakers to
new ideas about documentary, animation and the presentation of archive footage, it
extends an invitation to emerging talent to participate.

DIVINER BY FRANCES SCOTT

Winner of the Peninsula Arts Film Commission Prize 2017
Diviner is structured as a script formed almost entirely from footage found within
the South West Film & Television Archive (SWFTA). The work meditates on the
nature of history and how we might understand the transmitted image, where the
archive becomes a sentient, speaking being. Diviner proposes that rather than a
linear experience, history itself is cyclical and bound to repeat, in which the past is a
spectral, contemporary scribe to the present.

A CAP, LIKE WATER, TRANSPARENT, FLUID YET WITH
DEFINITE BODY BY BRYONY GILLARD
Winner of the Peninsula Arts Film Commission Development Prize 2017

This new moving image work, forms part of a larger project exploring relationships
between landscape, alterity, retreat and resistance. The film uses as its starting point
the writings of the marginalized bisexual poet, H.D and her ‘jellyfish experience’ of
a period psychic breakdown, retreat and sexual awakening on the Isles of Scilly in
the early 20th century, in which she envisioned tentacular connections between the
female erotic body and mind.

PLAYBACK
PLAYBACK is supported by Arts Council England
and Channel 4’s Random Acts.

Rosa Galvin,
Heaven Must
Be Missing An
Angel, 2016

PLAYBACK is the touring exhibition of the Random Acts project, which showcases
over 200 award-winning short films made by young artist filmmakers. It captures
today’s world: from underground zine cultures, to unconventional desires and digital
lives. A number of these films were made in the South West, and this is an opportunity
to see the region’s talent on the big screen. The exhibition features individual
touchscreens that let you choose your own films, from drama, comedy, dance and
spoken word. Curate your own selection and discover the filmmakers of tomorrow.

OPENING EVENING
Tue 30 Jan
17:30 Peninsula Arts Gallery
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FilmVisualising
showcase

Meet the artists and film-makers, and enjoy a special improvised performance by
Bryony Gillard and a number of collaborators, in response to the film installation
through reading, sound, gesture and movement.
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Bite size

PLAYBACK workshop

PLYMOUTH FILM SHOWCASE

SCRATCH FILM

Wed 31 Jan

Thu 8 Feb

13:00-13:40 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission, booking advised

18:00 Room 102, Scott Building
Free admission, booking essential (maximum of 12 places available)

Join our Media Arts experts, Dr Allister Gall and Dr Phil Ellis (Programme Leader, BA
(Hons) Film & Television Production), in a discussion about the latest techniques and
advances in contemporary film-making.

In this hands-on direct animation workshop, you will make your mark with paints,
pens, bleach, scalpels and even old letraset transfers on a length of 16mm film stock
– clear and black film leader, or even old archive 16mm films, which you will be able to
re-author.

PLAYBACK workshop

Lecturers and Imperfect Cinema hosts, Dr Allister Gall from Media Arts, Plymouth
Unviersity and Dan Paolantonio, Film, Plymouth College of Art, are on hand to guide
you through the creative collaborative process. This workshop is recommended for
those aged between 16-18 years old.

MICRO CINEMA
Thu 1 Feb
18:00 Room 112, Scott Building
Free admission, booking essential (maximum of 12 places available)
Join this visual storytelling workshop (including narrative, cinematography,
composition, editing and sound design) on accessible digital technology. Receive
supportive critique from experts in this field when your original works are reviewed at
the end of the workshop.
Lecturers and Imperfect Cinema hosts, Dr Allister Gall from Media Arts, Plymouth
Unviersity and Dan Paolantonio, Film, Plymouth College of Art, are on hand to guide
you through and help select the Micro Cinema Workshop audience award winner.
This workshop is recommended for those aged between 16-18 years old.

Writing workshop

Film
SCREENING AND Q&A WITH A RANDOM ACTS
FILMMAKER
Thu 15 Feb
19:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
Free admission, booking advised
A Channel 4 Random Acts award-winning filmmaker presents their film and takes
questions from the audience. Alongside this a selection of documentary work
screenings by the University’s BA Media Arts and BA Film & Television Production
cohorts will be shown.
Awards will be presented to the winning makers from the two PLAYBACK workshops.

JELLYFISH THINKING, FEELING AND BEING CREATIVE
Fri 02 Feb
18:00 The House Studio
Free admission, booking essential
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Film showcase

Bryony Gillard will lead a creative writing workshop exploring relationships between
peripheral landscapes, female experience and otherness. Through a series of
performative exercises, we will collectively explore spaces between poetry, prose,
visual art and autobiography. This workshop is aimed at people identifying as female
or non-binary who have an interest in writing — no previous experience is necessary.
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Story #1

Talk
PROFESSOR PETER MARSHALL
LUTHER AND THE INVENTION OF THE REFORMATION
Thu 15 Feb
19:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20 Friends free
Luther’s posting of 95 Theses to the door of the Wittenberg Castle Church in 1517
is among the most famous events of the Reformation. But did it really happen? This
talk reviews the evidence, and concludes it probably didn’t. So how did a ‘non-event’
end up becoming the defining moment of the Reformation and an iconic episode
of the modern historical imagination? Peter Marshall from the University of Warwick
explores what Luther’s theses-hammering has meant in different times and places,
and the variety of purposes to which it has been put.

Performance
RACHEL MARS AND GREG WOHEAD
STORY #1
Wed 21 Feb
19:30 The House
£10/£7
Running time: 125 mins

We promise no less than 110 minutes. We promise real fictional characters. We
promise a plot. We promise a surprise twist. We promise a rupture. We promise an
ending. We promise a rupture.
Please note, this performance contains explicit sexual content and images, and is
therefore recommended for ages 18+.
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Performance
SETH KRIEBEL
BEOWULF
Wed 28 Feb
19:30 The House
£10/£7
Duration: 60 mins approx.
Before we begin, we should warn you: This story ends with a dragon…
Seth Kriebel returns to Plymouth with Beowulf, an interactive performance-game
inviting the audience to explore the world of a story from our legendary past…
without leaving their seats. Each show is unique, depending on the audience’s
choices, bringing the world of the ancient epic to life… and asking why, after all these
years, we still tell each other stories about the monsters that lurk in the dark.

Stories or Storyteller?

A reflective consideration of how and why we construct narrative. Rachel Mars and
Greg Wohead take Pixar’s 22 Rules for Storytelling and How Stories Make Us Human,
make them f*ck each other, kidnap the resulting baby and dance out a prophecy of
its future life before its barely opened eyes.

Beowulf.
Photography
by Mark
Vessey
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Poetry reading
CHRISTOPHER DEWEESE
Tue 27 Feb
19:00 The House
£6/£4.20 Friends free
Christopher DeWeese is the author of The Black Forest and The Father of the Arrow
is the Thought, both published in the US by Octopus Books. His third book, The
Confessions, was published by Plymouth University's Periplum Poetry imprint in 2017. He
is currently Associate Professor of Poetry at Wright State University, Ohio.

Poetry reading
RORY WATERMAN
Tue 6 Mar
18:00 The House
£6/£4.20 Friends free
Born in Belfast, Rory Waterman’s debut collection Tonight the Summer’s Over (Carcanet,
2013) was a Poetry Book Society recommendation and shortlisted for the Heaney
Prize. His second full-length collection is Sarajevo Roses (Carcanet, 2017) and he has
published two pamphlets including Brexit Day on the Balmoral Estate (Rack Press, 2017).
Rory is a Senior Lecturer in English at Nottingham Trent University and he writes critical
prose for various publications, most frequently the Times Literary Supplement. He coruns the poetry pamphlet publisher (and former literary magazine) New Walk.

Christopher Deweese

Poetry reading
ANDY BROWN
MEDICINE TO THE DEAD
Tue 13 Mar
19:00 The House
£6/£4.20 Friends free

22

Rory Waterman

guide

Andy Brown's latest collection of poetry, Medicine to the Dead, focuses on the subjects
of the human body and medicine. Some poems offer personal narratives while others
explore the longer lines of medical history. Several respond to medical paintings and
sculptures, others are translated versions from the Spanish of Borges, Machado, and
some focus on Victorian cholera alongside present day issues. There are also a number
of lively, contemporary versions of medical scenes from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.
Andy Brown, Professor of English and Creative Writing at Exeter University will read from
these poems and show the images that relate to and inspired them.
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showcase
Director’s notes
PROFESSOR EDUARDO MIRANDA
Peninsula Art Contemporary Music Festival 2018

The festival Decoding Life celebrates the internationally
renowned research combining music, engineering and
the life sciences developed at Plymouth University’s
Interdisciplinary Centre for Computer Music Research
(ICCMR).
ICCMR’s mission is to gain a better
understanding of human biology and
cognition from a musical perspective,
and use this understanding to improve
people’s lives and, of course, create
exciting new music.

Artifical Biology
Artibiotics, my new composition for
this year’s festival, was commissioned
by Biofaction, Vienna, in connection
with the European Commission-funded
Synpeptide project aimed at finding new
antibiotics. It embodies the concept
of Artificial Biology, which I conceived
during my residency at Wagner Lab in
Regensburg in the spring of 2017.
Essentially, Wagner Lab is developing
Synthetic Biology work aimed at
unravelling the structure and function of
naturally occurring proteins to engineer
new kinds of antibiotics. The research
involves shuffling the DNA code of known
proteins to synthesise new molecules
and test them against specific kinds of
pathogens. The more I learned about the
Synpeptide project, the more fascinated
I became by the idea of synthesising new
chimeric proteins.

Blending music and biology
I wondered if it would be possible to
develop the notion of Synthetic Biology
further, to a position where the very
biochemistry of Biology would become
chimeric, blending musical and biological
processes: hence the new concept of
Artificial Biology.
I developed a method to encode rhythms
and melodies in terms of the DNA of
amino acids. The ICCMR team built a
bioinformatics system that synthesises
music from DNA strands, which enabled
me to compose fictitious bio-musical
proteins, or articins, using the DNA
vocabulary of real proteins. Artibiotics
portrays an imaginary battle between
different types of articins against a
mutating drug-resistant pathogen in
a surreal biological world of musical
molecules.

I developed
a method
to encode
rhythms and
melodies
in terms of
the DNA of
amino acids.

Photography:
Somewhere
up north

Decoding life
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Eduardo
Miranda

FESTIVAL LAUNCH AND TALK
THE ART OF BIOLOGY
Fri 2 Mar
19:30 Jill Craigie Cinema
Free admission, booking advised
Dr Markus Schmidt, Director of Biofaction

PENINSULA ARTS
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
FESTIVAL 2018
DECODING LIFE
Decoding Life proposes a weekend of musical allusions to human endeavours to
understand, modify, simulate and even create life.
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ALGOSHORTS 2018
FILM FEST
Sat 3 Mar
14:00-17:00 Jill Craigie Cinema
Free admission, booking advised
The second edition of the world’s first public fest of short fiction films on the topic of
algorithms presents a number of short films from around the world embracing PACMF’s
theme Decoding Life. This includes a special screening of Zenman in Love, a romantic
comedy that tries to “decode love” - directed by Klaas Diersmann, and with dialogue
written by Alexis Kirke’s Zenman artificial intelligence.

Decoding life

Fri 2-Sun 4 Mar

Image,
Jessica
Williams

The 21st century has been described as the century of biology. Innovations in
biotechnology, genome engineering, synthetic and xenobiology are expected to
change fundamentally the technological, economic and social conditions for our and
future generations. Responsible research and innovation needs to anticipate these
ramifications and provide options for governance. But anticipation needs reflection and
imagination, which is why the collaboration between art, music, science and policy is
highly important. In this talk a number of art projects connected to synthetic biology will
be presented and discussed. Biofaction is a company based in Vienna, Austria, which
conducts research and provides consultancy in the areas of emerging biotechnologies,
art and science collaboration and public communication of science.
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DECODING LIFE WITH ensemblebash
FESTIVAL GALA CONCERT
Sat 3 Mar
20:00-22:00 The House
£10/£7/Friends free
Reptile Rhythms
Life-force
Babbling Baobab
Artibiotics

Duncan Williams
Archer Endrich
Marcelo Gimenes
Eduardo R. Miranda

Join the phenomenal British percussion quartet, ensemblebash, with a reputation as
one of the world's most innovative and groundbreaking chamber ensembles, for the
premiere of extraordinary new music by ICCMR composers, Williams, Gimenes and
Miranda, plus 2018’s guest composer and music technology pioneer, Archer Endrich.
'ensemblebash make playing percussion the coolest, noisiest and funniest
occupation on earth.' The Times

LIFE MUSIC
RESEARCH PERFORMANCE
Sun 4 Mar
14:00-15:00 The House
Free admission, booking advised

ensemblebash

Colours of Life and Fiction (for marimba and viola) Richard Abbott
Arecibo (for marimba)
Alexis Kirke
Queen Canute (clarinet and electronics)
Núria Bonet
The evening’s programme celebrates life through musical exploration.
Inspired by the River Dart, Abbot explored the relationship between colours and sounds
to write Colours of Life and Fiction, Kirke composed Arecibo with DNA information sent
from Puerto Rico’s Arecibo Observatory to a distant star constellation in search for extraterrestrial life. Bonet’s Queen Canute explores the musical structures that can be found
in animal behaviour in a duet for clarinet and seagulls.

RESOUNDING SEIZURES
RESEARCH CONCERT
Sun 4 Mar

ICCMR post-graduate research student Alan D. Miles used electrical brain signals
recorded during epileptic seizures to compose Resounding Seizures. A cinematic piece
of electronic music, the composition attempts to capture and explore the experiences
of epilepsy.
Alexis Kirke
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Decoding
Visualising
life

15:30 Theatre 1
Free admission, booking advised
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exhibition

Serial
Composition
Bipartiteseries

PLYMOUTH CONTEMPORARY ARTIST SHOWCASE 2018
Fri 2-Thu 29 Mar
Mon-Fr 10:00-17:00, Sat 11:00-16:00 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission
We are delighted to present the work of Georgie Grace, Jennet Thomas and Serial
Composition as part of this artist showcase. The artists were selected from the 2017
Plymouth Contemporary, a major Plymouth biennial exhibition hosted by Peninsula Arts
and KARST. They were recognised for presenting new and original ideas and pushing
the boundaries of their field, which include film, animation, painting and drawing.
Animal Condensed and Animal Expanded #2 by Jennet Thomas
Two characters speak urgently to camera about their strange relationship with an
intelligent substance they call ‘Animal Expanded’. Intercut with glimpses of their world,
a picture builds of an accelerated future where ‘real’ animals may no longer exist - their
spirits abstracted into a virus that causes humans to loose control to an artificially
intelligent world.
Serial Composition
Brendan Lancaster and Kelly Best have been working collaboratively as Serial
Composition since 2015. The experimental dialogue between the two artists results
in a set of rules for making new paintings and drawings. Their blind collaboration is
a constantly evolving process of exchange that places emphasis on process over
‘finished’ results.
Attention Seeker by Georgie Grace

Bite size
THE PLYMOUTH CONTEMPORARY
Wed 7 Mar
13:00-13:40 Peninsula Arts Gallery
Free admission, booking advised
Join Ben Borthwick, Artistic Director at Plymouth Arts Centre, who gives us an intriguing
insight into the Plymouth Contemporary. Hear his views on the exhibition as a format,
the pleasure of discovering new artists, and the rationale of selection for the postexhibition Artist Showcase. A must for all artists.
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Plymouth Contemporary

Georgie Grace builds landscapes and environments for video production using tools
for making video games. Her new video work leverages the way we imagine movement
through time as a movement through space and spatialises mental states, and and uses
digital landscapes and virtual cinematography in combination with sound and hypnotic
suggestion to induce and play with these shifts.
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Music

The Box, Plymouth

UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH CHORAL SOCIETY
SPRING CONCERT

In the heart of Plymouth, an engine for Plymouth’s current
regeneration and a museum for the future.

Sat 10 Mar

Our vision is to transform the existing museum and art gallery on North Hill into a new,
unique visitor attraction. Showcasing Plymouth’s rich and colourful history, as well as
hosting ground-breaking exhibitions, musical compositions and performances,
The Box will be a venue of international significance.

19:30 Minster Church of St Andrew
£15/Friends £13
Rossini Petite Messe Solennelle
The University of Plymouth Choral Society bring an Italian flavour to their Spring
Concert, including further pieces performed by the Choir, orchestra and soloists.

Talk
PROFESSOR JOHN WALTER, UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX
CHRISTOPHER DURSTON MEMORIAL LECTURE
A MANY-HEADED MONSTER? CROWDS, OATHS,
PETITIONS AND POPULAR POLITICS ON THE EVE OF THE
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Architectural
visuals
courtesy
of Atkins

The Box is expected to open for the Mayflower 400 commemorations in spring 2020
and will bring together the collections of Plymouth Museums Galleries Archives; the
Plymouth and West Devon Record Office; the Local History Collections of the Central
Library; the South West Film and Television Archive; the South West Image Bank,
and some of the Naval Heritage Centre collections in Devonport, with a curated,
contemporary programme complemented by rich academic research, from the
University's Peninsula Arts.
For more information visit theboxplymouth.com

Tue 20 Mar
19:00 Theatre 2
£6/£4.20/Friends free
The annual Christopher Durston Memorial Lecture brings an exciting and local
historical topic to life with visiting academics and historians coming to Plymouth
every year. A not to be missed for all history lovers.
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Visitor Information
Venues
How to find us
Exit the A38 and follow
signs for Plymouth City
Centre and Plymouth
University.
Nearest parking
Free parking available
on campus after
16:00 (limited spaces)
or paid for parking
available at Drake
Circus Shopping
Centre.

UP TO £150 WORTH OF EVENTS
FOR PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

Student
Gallery Night,
Peninsula Arts
2016

INCLUDING:
FILMS
MUSIC
TALKS
THEATRE AND DANCE PERFORMANCES
ALSO DON’T FORGET IT’S FREE TO VIEW EXHIBITIONS

Peninsula Arts Gallery,
Jill Craigie Cinema,
Theatres 1 and 2, and
Crosspoint: ground
floor of the University’s
Roland Levinsky
Building (RLB) in the
centre of Plymouth,
opposite Drake Circus
Shopping Centre.
The House: University
campus, North Hill.
Scott Building:
University campus,
North Hill.
Minster Church of St
Andrew: Royal Parade,
Plymouth, PL1 2AD

Ticket
information
You can purchase
tickets via the Box
Office during opening
hours or via the
Peninsula Arts website
– www.peninsula-arts.
co.uk. Tickets can
be posted to you,
collected from the Box
Office or provided
as an e-ticket. We
accept all major credit
cards. Tickets cannot
be reserved without
payment. Seats are
unreserved; a first
come first served
basis is in operation.
We regret that it is
not possible to offer
a refund once a ticket
has been purchased,
unless an event has
been cancelled by
Peninsula Arts.
Box Office
Peninsula Arts Gallery
Roland Levinsky
Building
Plymouth University
Drake Circus
Plymouth PL4 8AA

Opening Hours
Event nights:
Mon-Fri 13:00-start of
the event
Non-event nights:
Mon-Fri 13:00-17:00
Any changes to these
opening hours will
be published on the
Peninsula Arts website.
Buy tickets online:
www.peninsula-arts.
co.uk

Historical
Association
Peninsula Arts is proud
to work in partnership
with the Plymouth
branch of the Historical
Association to provide
a joint programme
of year-round history
talks. Members
receive free entry to
these talks – just look
out for the Historical
Association logo.

House Rules
Admittance may
be restricted after
the published
commencement
time of the event. All
programme details
are correct at the
time of going to print.
Peninsula Arts reserves
the rights to change
the programme
without prior notice.
Please refer to the
website for up-to-date
information.

T: +44 (0) 1752 58 50 50
E: peninsula-arts@
plymouth.ac.uk

THROUGH STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN ARTS SCHEME (SPIA)
Look out for the SPiA logo
on selected Peninsula Arts events
Image: National Youth
Dance Company
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For the latest information about the
Peninsula Arts Friends and membership
schemes and internship opportunities,
please visit the website
www.peninsula-arts.co.uk
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Calendar
DATE

TITLE

10-13 Jan

Exhibition VINCENT DANCE THEATRE: VIRGIN TERRITORY

PAGE
4

11 Jan

Talk CHARLOTTE VINCENT: VIRGIN TERRITORY

5

12 Feb

Film VICTIM

6

15 Jan

Film EARLY CINEMA PROJECTION & MAN WITH A MOVIE CAMERA

12

16 Jan

Talk DR RICHARD NOAKES: TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPATHY

12

22 Jan

Film SUNRISE: A SONG OF TWO HUMANS

13

29 Jan-17 Feb

Exhibition PLYMOUTH FILM SHOWCASE 2018

16

29 Jan

Film MR HULOT’S HOLIDAY

14

31 Jan

Bite size PLYMOUTH FILM SHOWCASE 2018

18

1 Feb

Workshop MICRO CINEMA

18

2 Feb

Workshop JELLYFISH THINKING, FEELING AND BEING CREATIVE

18

6 Feb

Talk REVOLUTIONARY INVENTIONS: THE DEBATE

15

8 Feb

Workshop SCRATCH FILM

19

13 Feb

Talk DR LAURA CLEAVER: MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS AND THE MAKING
(AND REMAKING) OF KNOWLEDGE

15

15 Feb

Film SCREENING AND Q&A WITH A RANDOM ACTS FILMMAKER

19

15 Feb

Talk PROF. PETER MARSHALL: LUTHER AND THE INVENTION OF THE REFORMATION

20

19 Feb

Film YOUNG SOUL REBELS

6

20 Feb

Talk PROFESSOR BRIAN WARD: ‘AN INEXTRICABLE NETWORK OF MUTUALITY’

7

21 Feb

Performance RACHEL MARS AND GREG WOHEAD: STORY #1

20

27 Feb

Poetry reading CHRISTOPHER DEWEESE

22

28 Feb

Performance SETH KRIEBEL: BEOWULF

21

2-4 Mar

Music PENINSULA ARTS CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FESTIVAL 2018: DECODING LIFE

26

2-29 Mar

Exhibition PLYMOUTH CONTEMPORARY SHOWCASE 2018

30

2 Mar

Festival launch THE ART OF BIOLOGY

27

3 Mar

Music ALGOSHORTS 2018: FILM FEST

27

3 Mar

Music DECODING LIFE WITH ENSEMBLE BASH: FESTIVAL GALA CONCERT

28

4 Mar

Music LIFE MUSIC: RESEARCH PERFORMANCE

28

4 Mar

Music Resounding Seizures: RESEARCH CONCERT

28

5 Mar

Film SUFFRAGETTE (2015)

7

6 Mar

Talk PROFESSOR MARTIN THOMAS: CHOOSING WAR?

8

6 Mar

Poetry reading RORY WATERMAN

22

7 Mar

Bite size THE PLYMOUTH CONTEMPORARY

31

10 Mar

Music UNIVERSITY OF PLYMOUTH CHORAL SOCIETY: SPRING CONCERT

32

12 Mar

Film DAUGHTER RITE (1978)

8

13 Mar

Talk ANDY BROWN: MEDICINE TO THE DEAD

22

19 Mar

Film DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST (1993)

9

20 Mar

Talk CHRISTOPHER DURSTON MEMORIAL LECTURE
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Peninsula Arts
Plymouth University
Drake Circus
Plymouth
PL4 8AA
T: +44 (0) 1752 58 50 50
E: peninsula-arts@plymouth.ac.uk
Buy tickets online: www.peninsula-arts.co.uk

@PeninsulaArts
facebook.com/PeninsulaArtsPlymouth
peninsula_arts

If you require this guide in an
alternative format, please contact
Peninsula Arts.

